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1. There are 23 questions in the paper. All are compulsory.
2. Tick or circle the option which is your answer.
3. Show your working on a separate sheet of paper wherever
you need to.
4. Please check your answers carefully before submitting the
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Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow.
The Tiger

PL
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The tiger is the largest of all cats like the jungle cat, the cheetah, the leopard, the lion, etc. It is
one of the most fearsome hunters in the world. A typical male Siberian tiger may weigh 227 kgs.
It may also measure more than 180 cms from the nose to the tip of the tail.
The tiger's gold colouring with black stripes allows it to hide easily in its environment. Tigers can
travel long distances and jump up to 900 cm in one leap. They roar to challenge other tigers at a
distance, and to protect their living area from attackers. It is said that a tiger can judge the size
of another tiger simply from the loudness of its roar.
Tigers can hunt and eat just about any animal, but no other animal can hunt the tiger. They hunt
by sight and sound. They have been known to eat crocodiles, fish, birds, reptiles, and even
hunters like leopards and bears. However, their favourite food is the flesh of animals such as
deer and wild pigs.
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It is said that only 5,100 to 7,500 tigers now remain in the entire world. People have hunted
tigers for hundreds of years. Humans are the biggest problem to the tiger population of the
world.

Source: (External)

Q: 1 Which of these help the tiger the most during hunting?
1 nose and paws

2 ears and eyes

3 eyes and nose

4 nose and ears

Q: 2 Which of these is true for a tiger?
1
2
3
4

The louder the roar, the closer the tiger is.
One leap of the tiger can measure about 180 cm.
The tiger eats only plants and animals of the jungle.
The tiger cannot be hunted by other animals easily.

Q: 3 What is the first thing that tigers do when they sense danger from other tigers?
1 run

2 jump

3 hide
2

4 roar
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Q: 4 What is the colour of stripes found on a tiger's fur?
1 grey

2 golden

3 brown

4 black

3 humans

4 elephants

Q: 5 Which of these harm the tiger population?
1 rats

2 bears

1 less than 100 kg
3 exactly 200 kg
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Q: 6 How heavy is a male Siberian tiger?

2 between 100 kg and 200 kg
4 more than 200 kg

Q: 7 Which word from the passage means " whole "?
1 entire

2 biggest

3 hundreds

4 largest

Q: 8 Which word is OPPOSITE in meaning to " protect " in the passage?
1 guard

2 harm

3 rush

4 dodge

End of Passage Related Questions

Read the poem given below and answer the questions that follow.
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Up a Tree

I helped my little brother
Yes, I helped him climb our tree
I had to help my brother
' cause my brother's only three

I helped my little brother
And I helped without a frown
There's just one thing I haven't done-I never helped him down!

by Jeff Mondak
Source- 'Up a Tree' - http://www.jeffspoemsforkids.com/s1.php?id=26

Q: 9 How many people are mentioned in the poem?
1 one

2 two

3 three

4 four

Q: 10 To which category of poems does this poem belong?
1 funny

2 magic

3 horror

3

4 nature
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Q: 11 What does the last line of the poem tell us?
1
2
3
4

The
The
The
The

poet
poet
little
little

is very helpful at all times.
likes making fun of people.
brother is still stuck on top of the tree.
brother came down the tree on his own.
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Q: 12 What do we definitely know about the little brother from this poem?
1 He is less than five years of age.
3 He has three brothers and sisters.

2 He can climb a tree all by himself.
4 He enjoys going up and down a tree.

Q: 13 Who is the speaker in the poem?
1 a parent

2 a younger brother

3 an older brother

4 an elderly person

3 a forceful push

4 an encouragement

Q: 14 What does " frown " mean in the poem?
1 a loving smile

2 an unhappy look

End of Passage Related Questions

Q: 15 What will you be doing tomorrow morning?

Which sentence answers the above question correctly?
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1 I watered the plants in my garden.
3 I will be watching the football game.

2 I had baked a large chocolate cake.
4 I will never go shopping with mother.

Q: 16 Will they __________ by the time I arrive?

Which of these completes the sentence correctly?
1 reading

2 be reading

3 are reading

4 had reading

Q: 17 Choose the correct option for the question given below.
What were you doing when the door bell rang?
1 I am reading a book.
3 I will be reading a book.

2 I was reading a book.
4 I should be reading a book.

Q: 18 Choose the correct answer to the question given below.
Sakshi: What were you doing when I called you yesterday?
Anuja: __________________________
1
2
3
4

I
I
I
I

was checking out the new laptop that my dad got me.
am checking out the new laptop that my dad got me.
had checked out the new laptop that my dad got me.
will be checking out the new laptop that my dad got me.

4
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Q: 19 Choose the correct option to complete the given sentence.
The moon _____________ brightly on the day the Titanic went down.
1 shone

2 shines

3 had shone

4 was shining

Q: 20 Choose the correct option to complete the given sentence.

1 bark
Q: 21
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The dogs _____________ loudly when we returned home last night.
2 had barked

3 are barking

4 were barking

Which sentence correctly describes what is happening in the picture?
1 They waited for the train yesterday.
3 They are waiting for the train to arrive.

2 They have waited for the train all day.
4 They will wait for the train a little later.
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Q: 22 Which sentence shows an action taking place in front of the speaker?

1
2
3
4

She takes dancing lessons on Monday.
The letters were being delivered by the postman.
They are picking some flowers from the garden.
Animals are always loved by children.

Q: 23 Nothing could be seen in the foggy weather.
The OPPOSITE of the underlined word in the above sentence is ________________.
1 hazy

2 cold

5

3 clear

4 rainy

